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What is JARVIS-FF?
JARVIS-FF is a database designed to help Molecular Dynamics and/or Monte Carlo users to choose
the classical empirical potential that is right for their simulational needs.

At the moment the database consists of 3583 entries among energetics and elastic property
calculations, and is currently being expanded to include surface and defect-related properties as
well as phonon-related data. All properties are computed for all empirical potentials available to
LAMMPS users or deposited into the NIST Interatomic Potential Repository (IPR), and are compared
to density functional theory (DFT) as well as to experimental data, where available.

The most notable characteristic of this database is its easy-to-use web-interface that has been
designed expressly to facilitate direct comparison between potentials. This is accomplished through
clear look-up tables that allow to compare at a glance the results from different potentials for the
same or similar systems.
We greatly appreciate publicly available Pymatgen, Phonopy and ASE tools.

All data in the database, as well as all the metadata needed to reproduce the results are available
for download from the website http://www.ctcms.nist.gov/~knc6/periodic.html

http://www.ctcms.nist.gov/~knc6/periodic.html


1. Structural data: we downloaded all the available potentials from the NIST interatomic potential repository (IPR) and
from LAMMPS itself (15May2015 version). For each element having at least a potential, we downloaded all the
corresponding crystal structures from the Materials Project(link is external) (MP) database. We also downloaded all
the energetics and mechanical properties data from MP for comparison purposes.

2. High-throughput calculations: The high-throughput setting of the LAMMPS jobs was done using the Mpinterfaces
(http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0927025616302440). Using such a framework, for each force field
and structure we calculated the energetics and 21 distinct elastic constants using the script(link is external) provided
in the LAMMPS distribution version 15May2015. Using the energetics information for each material, convex hull plot
were drawn using the package provided in Pymatgen (script named PDPlotter.py). All the input and output data for
the calculations were saved in zipped and JSON format files and are available on the website.

3. User-interface: The data is presented in an interactive periodic table format. The four major aspects of our web
interface are as shown in Fig.1: first (panel a)) is the search box, where the user can type the element or element
combination of interest. The interactive periodic table that appears as the web page is opened is shown in panel b).
Here the user can input the query by simply clicking on the element or element combination of interest. Panel c)
shows the header. The last panel (d) contains the actual data for all the quantities discussed in the header section.
These data are interactive in nature, as, for instance, clicking on the “Calcs” tab downloads the zipped input and
output files of the LAMMPS calculations
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Fig.1: Main components of the web user interface



Capabilities
 Raw data for energetics, elastic properties, surface and defect-related properties, phonons

 Derived Quantities: Thanks to the high-throughput nature of Jarvis, the user has a multitude of data
available for the material/structure of interest. Interesting derived quantities can then be obtained, as,
for instance, convex-hull plots that are used to know the phase stability of a material on the basis of
composition and energetics information. The scripts for plotting multi-component convex-hull plot is
provided at the Github page.

 Data analytics: Data analytics tools provide the opportunity to determine correlations in data sets that
can illuminate the accuracy of predictions and the flexibility of underlying models. As an example, to
investigate if there are any trends in the elastic properties predicted by the various potentials, we used
the data in Jarvis to perform a principal-component analysis on the relative errors of the predicted
elastic constants compared to experimental data experimental data for the four FCC elements with the
largest number of available potentials, i.e. Al, Cu, Ni, and Ag.

Figure 2. Convex hull plot for Ni-Al 
system using a) DFT (MP data), b) 
Force-field (Mishin Ni-Al potential). 



Code availability

 JARVIS-FF is written in python and it is 
publicly available on Github 
(https://github.com/JARVIS-Unifies/JARVIS-FF).

 Jarvis-FF has been recently added to the "Pre/Post 
Processing Tools for use with LAMMPS“ 
(http://lammps.sandia.gov/prepost.html#Jarvis)
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Technical details

• First we obtain the force-fields from interatomic potentials
repository and LAMMPS potentials folder automatically, then
corresponding DFT geometric structures are obtained from
Materials project (AFLOW and OQMD databases will be integrated
soon) with REST-API.

• JARVIS-FF python scripts creates all the necessary input files for
LAMMPS calculation and creates a MongoDB after the calculation.
All the stored data is provided on Github page in JSON file format.

• The interactive website is constructed with HTML5 and JavaScript.
All the content of the website are provided at NIST-CTCMS website
publicly http://www.ctcms.nist.gov/~knc6/periodic.html

• Entries with same formula but different force-fields are given same
color to enhance visibility.

• The force-fields and input files for calculation are provided in
zipped format to enhance data-reproducibility.

http://www.ctcms.nist.gov/~knc6/periodic.html


Examples of 
computed quantities

Convex-hull plot


